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A response to “A Rational
Taxation System of Bidis and
Cigarettes to Reduce Smoking
Deaths in India” (EPW, 15 October
2011). It is important to first
have better information on
the production of tendu leaves
and bidis, and then to correct
the prices of inputs (including
wages) if tax policies are to have a
salutary impact on bidi smoking.
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he tendu (leaf) and bidi trade is
dominated by a handful of traders,
who have gained political clout and
economic concessions under the guise of
providing employment and livelihood.
Bidis are smoked by over 73 million
adults, mostly rural men (GOI and IIPS
2010). Tendu leaf plucking generates
about six weeks employment for about 7.5
million people (Arnold 1995) while rolling
bidis engages nearly 4.4 million women
and children (Ministry of Labour various
years), and their collective efforts result in
600 billion to one trillion bidis being produced every year, making bidis perhaps
the most produced commodity in India.
They are also the single largest cause of
preventable premature death among
adults in India. Despite these staggering
numbers of employment, production and
early deaths, there are no national estimates of the numbers of bidis made or
tendu leaves plucked, and the revenues
realised or forgone.
Data on bidis and tendu leaves is hard
to come by. There are virtually no government figures on annual bidi production.
Tendu extraction (called production in
forestry terms) is reported by state forest
departments or forest development corporations, which are consolidated in the
Forestry Statistics India (FSI) prepared by
the Indian Council of Forestry Research
and Education, Dehradun. However, these
are inaccurate since states report their data
in different units (Karnataka reports annual
production in cubic metres, while Madhya
Pradesh, Gujarat and Uttar Pradesh report
these in standard bags, many others report
in metric tonnes or quintals). It is also not
clear whether extraction implies tendu
leaves auctioned or collected or the total
inventory or the sales. The biggest drawback of the (state) government data is that
private and community extractions which
are legally permitted are not recorded or
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reported. Much of this is also illicit extraction which benefits corrupt traders, local
politicians and even insurgent groups. The
states also chose to ignore reporting in the
standard unit prescribed (the standard
bag, which contains 1,000 bundles of 50
sun-dried leaves each in a sack which
weighs about 40 kilos (FAO 2005)). In Maha
rashtra the measure of a standard bag is
also different. If viewed objectively, the FSI
data is grossly inaccurate. According to
FSI’s cumulative data (as reproduced from
the Ministry of Statistics and Programme
Implementation (MoSPI)) in 2002-03, India
produced 5,92,853 metric tonnes of tendu
capable of making 740 billion bidis. This
increased to 7,10,109 mt (or 880 billion
bidis) in 2003-04 which declined drastically to 3,12,660 mt and 2,68,464 mt in
subsequent years. Tobacco industry reports
do not suggest any staggering decline in
the bidi trade or show massive migration
of bidi smokers shifting their preference
to cigarettes. How does the FSI explain
such a decline? Officially, how much tendu
leaf is extracted in India, is a question that
remains unsubstantiated.

Illicit Tendu Trade
Using back-of-the-envelope methods could
help us arrive at the magnitude if not precise numbers of tendu leaves plucked and
bidis rolled. To begin with, since every
bidi contains on an average 0.2 grams of
tobacco (Gupta and Asma 2008), dividing
the bidi tobacco produced (Directorate of
Tobacco Development 2010) provides an
estimation of the total bidis produced
annually. Export of bidi tobacco as a proportion of total production is too small
(0.14% in 1996-97 and 0.08% in 2006-07)
and can therefore be ignored. From 1975
bidi production grew from 0.55 trillion to
nearly one trillion by 1990. By the mid1990s, more than one trillion were produced, but it started to decline after 1998
(Figure 1, p 78).
For simplicity of calculation, for production factors (like quality of leaves, skill
of labour which can reduce wastage, damage to leaves during the entire production
cycle, etc) it is assumed that every tendu
leaf produces just one bidi, which is the
acceptable norm (Giriappa 1987; Lingaraj
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new states like Jhar Figure 3: Price of Standard Bag of Tendu in Madhya Pradesh (in Rs)
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leaf extraction has intensified in Chhattis- Naxalites allegedly claim most of the
garh and Jharkhand. In some states espe- benefits of the harvest (Comptroller and Aucially Bihar, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Maha ditor General of India 2008), and since
rashtra there has been a steady decline in 2007 restrictions on over-extraction are
the extraction since 2003. Since Jhar being put in place as result of which there
khand has more tendu leaf producing dis- is a decline in the extraction (Maharashtricts, Bihar’s forest department has little tra Forest Department 2010, 2011).
incentive to focus on tendu leaf plucking.
States like Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh
With the removal of food subsidy to tendu are extracting more tendu while offering a
leaf pluckers in 2001, there has been a higher price each year (Jharkhand Forest
sharp decline of tendu through forest Department 2011; CSMFPF 2011). There
department in eastern Uttar Pradesh (UP- have been concerns about over-extraction
FDC 2011). Rajasthan has a very variable ten- and deciding on the optimum harvest size
du leaf trade. In 2005, Rajasthan extract- for tendu (Hunter 1981) and many of these
ed just 1.57 lakh standard bags, which rose forests are irreparably damaged (Saha
to 5.27 in 2007 (Rajasthan Forest Depart- and Howe 2003).
ment 2010). In Maharashtra, it has become a
These estimates for bidi correspond well
major drain for the forest department as with tendu leaves auctioned (FAO 2005)
and those claimed by the bidi industry
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1980). To estimate the national tendu leaf
production, auction data from Madhya
Pradesh (MP), the largest tendu leaf pro
ducing state, is extrapolated (Madhya
Pradesh State Minor Forest Produce
(Trading and Development) Coop Federation 2011; Singh 1997). This data is consistently reported and publicly available in
their annual reports. Prior to 2000, MP
produced nearly 41-45% of the total tendu
(Gupta 1991; Joshi 2003). After its bifurcation to create a separate state – Chhattisgarh the proportion has been reduced to
about 25% since 2001 (FSLG, undated). As
a conservative estimate, 45% is used as
MP’s share of the national production prior
to 2000. To test whether these ratios are effective, national, and state level data from
MP from 1975 to 1998 from two other studies are compared and only minor variations
(±3 to ±5%) are observed (Singh 1997;
Kushwaha and Kumar 2007). The difference between the total number of bidis
produced (using bidi tobacco production
data) and the national tendu leaf pro
duction provides an estimate of the size of
the private, unregulated and illicit tendu
market (Figure 1). Between 2000 and 2003,
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Figure 4: Estimated Revenue Forgone in Tendu Trade (Rs crore)
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these corrections. These may not be simply
achieved through raising taxes on bidis or
removing the distinction between handmade and machine made bidis. Tax hikes
will be absorbed by producers and may
possibly increase the unbranded bidis’
sales and illicit trade. It is important to
derive the true cost of bidis so that their
retail price is corrected. To do this, prices
of inputs (labour, tendu leaves and bidi
tobacco) need to be rectified as well. The
key among these are tendu leaf costs,
labour wages and regulation of extraction.
First, the price of tendu leaves must be
corrected. Currently the arbitrary nature
of setting its price provides virtually no
gain for forest dwelling or tribal economies.
Using full cost accounting methods which
incorporate economic, social and ecological costs and reducing state discretion in
price setting, a full cost price of the bidis
can be achieved. The Haque Committee
appointed by the Ministry of Panchayati
Raj in August 2010 has recommended a set
of mechanisms to determine the minimum support price for tendu leaves.
Second, wages for tendu leaf plucking
and bidi rolling must be made at par or
above existing minimum wage rates and
distinction between home-based and manufactory rates must be removed. Because
of the significant size of the bidi and tendu
leaf trade and their profound impact on

Tendu leaf prices areEstimated
variable revenue
each year
Uttar
have minimum wages per
(in Rs.
CrorePradesh
)
but have not increased over the past 20 day (Ministry of Labour various years).
Estimated
foregone
(in crore
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years. In Madhya Pradesh,
forrevenue
example
The wages
have
been low and seldom reprices in 2006 were the same as those in vised. Even if revisions take place, the
1976 (Figure 2, p 78).
wages are controlled by middlemen who
• Fewer bidis are being produced, but as exploit vulnerable women, children and
a proportion more bidis are being taxed old men who depend solely on bidi rolling.
than the previous decade (Figure 3, p 78). The notion that bidi rolling supplements
This is not only because collections have family incomes is delusional for those who
improved substantially, but more impor- accept this; indeed families that roll bidis
tantly, bidi production centres in Gujarat, depend on it for their only real income
Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Orissa and Bihar (Varma and Rehman 2005).
have declined and shifted to new areas.
Some bidi rolling centres like Sagar, Da- Recommendations
moh and Murshidabad have consolidated, Numbers and estimates are crucial in
which may have made collection simpler.
achieving the twin goals of reducing the
• Tendu leaf trade is larger in size than public health impact of tobacco use, and
the bidi tax revenues, when illicit trade for improving tax collection while reducing
both are considered. In 2007, for example, the illicit trade of bidi.
the illicit trade market of tendu leaves and
The public health goals of reducing
untaxed bidis together was estimated at smoking by raising retail prices through
Rs 1,288 crore (untaxed bidis accounted taxes will be defeated in the absence of
for Rs 381 crore), illicit tendu trade was
around Rs 907 crore which is more than
the budget for routine immunisation and
polio combined in 2007 or larger than the
REVIEW OF URBAN
profits of India’s public sector aluminium
July 30, 2011
producer National Aluminium Company
(NALCO).
Urban Concerns: An Introduction

Other Factors Considered
Unlike flue-cured tobacco (used for making
cigarettes) which is regulated though the
Tobacco Board of India, bidi tobacco
cultivation is not regulated, and its price is
set by a handful of tobacco traders. Only
bidi tobacco prices have been rising in the
past decades, but remain largely afford
able. In effect, when bidi tobacco prices are
favourable the margins can absorb any
price or tax increase since the other two inputs (labour and tendu) are abysmally low.
Bidi rolling wages are determined by the
states and are set for 1,000 pieces rolled,
although states like Karnataka, Orissa and
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local communities, it is important that
they are closely monitored through a
central authority.
Third, removal of exemptions for bidi
producers who produce less than two million bidis and removing the distinction
between machine-made and handmade
will reduce illicit and unpaid bidi trade,
and therefore correct the existing distortions further.
Only when these three steps are corrected, will the tax arguments (as proposed
by Jha et al 2011 and Sunley 2008) have
the desired impact of public health goals
while achieving revenue gains.
note
1 According to GATS, total bidis smokers (7,33,14,000)
× Mean number of bidis smoked per day (11.6) ×
365 = 552,878,756,000 or 0.55 trillion bidis.
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